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Abstract, blom the analysis of 24 yr of lunar laser ranges, the correction to the IAU lunisolar precession constant is found to be –3.2 :!- 0.3 mas/yr for a total value of 50,3846 “/yr
at J2000. ‘l’he size of the 18.6 yr nutation of the pole needs to be increased by about 2
mas over the 1980 lAIJ theory.
1. introduction
‘]’hc analysis of the I.unar laser Ranging (L] .R) data provides information on a variety of
phenomena (Dickey et al. 1994). In this paper the precession rate and 18.6 yr nutation
arc investigated. Previous 1.I.R solutions for precession and nutation have been given in
Williams, Newhall, and Dickey (1991, 1993).
2, Data
“J’hc lunar laser ranges used in the solutions of this paper consist of 8427 normal points
extending from March 1970 to January 1994. The weighted rms residuals during the
earliest few years arc about 24 cm, and the ranges of recent years have rms residuals of 3
cm. Bccausc of the long time span needed to separate the 18.6 yr nutation from the
precession rate, the early data still play an important role in the solutions.
3, Solutions
Corrections to the IAU expressions for precession (1 .icskc et al, 1977) and nutation
(ScideJn~ann 1982) are nccdcd. in this paper we restrict our solution parameters for
precession and nutation to the luni-solar precession rate (at J2.000) and the four 18.6 yr
coefficients. imposed on the solution arc other cor~cctions to the IAIJ expressions which
are known to bc siz,ablc. Corrections to the in-phase annual and semi-monthly terms and
the in- and out-of-phase 9.3 yr and semi-annual coefficients are adopted from the 7,h40A1990 series (Ilcrring 1991). A -0.24 n~as/yr theoretical correction to the obliquity rate
(Williams 1994) is imposed.
‘J’hc early 1.1X data, though much less accurate than the modern data, extend the span
allowing better separation of the precession rate and 18.6 yr nutation coefficients during
the solution. But U’1’l and polar motion (UT/Ph4) arc much less WC1l known during the
early span of data. 10 test the sensitivity of the solutions to this early UT/PM and to a
ncw solution parameter, a suite of soluti~ns was nla~,::l., 1) Solutions were made with two
different lJT/PM input files provided by<R. S. Gross. bne used only optical astromctry to
gcncratc the early UT/PM; the other used the car] y L] .R Earth rotation results as well as
optical astromctry (Gross 1994). 2) Solutions were made with different spans of the
earliest data excluded. 3) Other solutions were made with decreased weighting of the
early data. 4) With incrcascd data span we now have bccom sensitive to a small secular
change in the lunar orbit eccentricity. A new solution parameter for eccentricity rate was
added to our standard set. Our standard tidal model for orbit perturbations has accounted
well for tidal changes in the lunar mean distance and orbital period.

Several conclusions were drawn from Ihc suite of solutions. Solutions which rely on
optical astromctry alone for the early LJ1/PM arc lCSS satisfi~ctory than those which
inc]uclc 1.1 .R information. “J’he solution for the eccentricity rate correction is significant.
l’ai]urc to SOIVC for it biases the precession rate -0.1 to -0.2 n~as/yr.
Solutions arc presented in Table 1 below, A solution paranwtcr for lunar eccentricity rate
is included, and the input UT/Ph4 file includes the 1,1 .R 1 larth rotation. To a reasonable
approximation, the corrections Acand sin E AyJ to a good nutation model are expcctccl to
have a particular ratio. For the in-phase components, that ratio depends on the precession
rate correction. The table gives a constrained and an unconstrained solution. I’hc
constraints are cqs. 3 and 4 of Williams et al. (1991). Constrained and unconstrained
solutions arc in agreement. The correction to the luni-so]ar precession is -3.2 i 0.3
nlas/yr for a total value of 50.3846 “/yr at J2000. The in-phase 18.6 yr correction is about
2 mas larger than the 1980 IAU series; and the out-of-phase 18.6 yr correction is small.
Table 1. Corrections to the IAIJ l’rccc.ssion and Nutation Models
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4, Theoretical Dcvclopmcnts
A revision of the theory of precession has been published rcccntly (Williams 1994). It
gives some theoretical improvements, upclatcs constants, incorporates additional
theoretical improwmcnts by Kinoshita and Souchay (1 990), and uses improved ecliptic
motion (1 .askar 1986, Simon et al. 1994). The most important thcorctica] correction to
the JAU theory is -0.24 mas/yr to the obliquity rate. ‘l’his correction is an observable
motion in space, Unlike the much larger classical rate which is ecliptic motion. 11 arises
primarily from a tilt in the lunar orbit p]anc induced by p]anctary perturbations (giving
-0.254 n~as/yr), but has small contributions from planetary torques on the Harlh (- 0.014
n~as/yr), and tidal interactions bctwccn the 13ar[h and moon (-I 0,024 nlas/yr), ‘1’his
obliquity rate correction is now being seen in the V1.B1 analyses. “1’here are also small
nutation corrections at 18.6 yr due to the planetary tilt effect in the lunar orbit plane: (in
mm) -0.030 sin Q + 0.137 cos Q to Ay~ and --0.028 sin Q + 0.003 cos Q to AC
The second most important theoretical corrcztion is -0.07 nlas/dccadc2 in the
accumulated precession, due to the Harth’s J2 rate. ‘l-his quadratic term will bccomc
observable in about a decade.
For a luni-solar precession correction c)f --3.2 n~as/yr the paper gives revised precession
polynomials and the relative moment of inertia difference (C--A)/C = 0.003273763 ancl
the normalized polar moment C/h41<2 = 0.3307007, where M is the Earth’s mass and R its
equatorial radius.

5, obliquity and llquinox
“1’hc relative orientation of the planes of the ecjuator and ecliptic, equivalent to the
obliquity and dynamical equinox, is dctcrmincd by 1.1..1/. Iloth of these quantities enter
into the theoretical definition of the precession and nutation angles, From the recent
lunar and planetary ephemeris Illi 245, the oblicjuity at J2000 is 23°26’21.409”. ‘l’his is
39 mas less than the IAIJ value.
l~olkncr ct al. (1994) compare VI .111 and dynamical (ephemeris) reference frames, ‘J’hey
deduce that at J2000 the llRS cclcstial ori~in will bc offset from the dynamical equinox
by 78 mas in right ascension and the lIIRS celcs[ial equator (zero declination) will bc
tilted by 19 mas to the mean equator.
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